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The Lockdown against covid-19 seems to be effective even if it emerges that as soon as it is

released there are waves ramping up very quickly the infections and revamping the Pandemics. The related

Risks and Behaviors emerged in Singapore, South Korea, Japan and even China. From other point of view,

the Lockdown cannot be maintained for indefinite time due to its impact on Economy, Business, Logistics

and People, so it is crucial to identify what could be the good way and moment to downgrade the current

constraints, paying attention to don’t let the epidemy to explode again as it happen in previous cases. In order

to be successful we need to define New Ways to Work and to Carry Out Businesses as well as Social Life.

We need to identify New Solutions that should be sustainable, economic and robust in terms of Policies,

Procedures, Equipment, Mobile Apps, Cloud Service and Technological Aids. There is still a lot of

uncertainty on the virus, therefore it is important to identify needs and look for ways to satisfy them, taking care

of previous experiences and lessons learned around the Globe considering that the most stressed layers, as

Health Care, are seeing some improvements in Italy. In this sense, the Strategic Engineering approach is one

of key discipline to address these issues and it should support Companies, Industries, Institutions,

Authorities and People in addressing this challenge. Experts from around the globe present directly and by

videos their points of view based on current scientific evidence, public information and potential from possible

solutions. This Webinar is part of a Pandemic Webinars organized by STRATEGOS in Genoa University

Pandemics: Downgrading Way, Risks & Lessons

Please contact us to get access to this STRATEGOS Webinar
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STRATEGOS Webinar

This Webinar addresses the crucial step forward to downgrading measures

in terms of proper timing, risks and possible ways to unlock industries and business

as well as Lessons Learned from China, Singapore, South Korea to face the Pandemics
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